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The realisation that each 
random passerby is living 
a life as vivid and complex 
as your own, and Sonder 
Productions want to capture 
that moment

SONDER.
[SON-DAR]
noun

Sonder Productions is a small, 
independent, Australian owned video 
production company.

Sonder’s previous scope includes 
producing corporate training videos, 
commercials, narratives, and real estate 
property showcases.

Sonder aims to provide a low budget 
production with a big budget feeling. 
This is achieved through a comprehensive 
understanding of cinematic techniques.

We offer a tailored package to suit your 
needs, objectives and budget.

We have been accredited by the 
Australian Institute of Professional 
Photographers (AIPP), and hold 
CASA certification to operate 
Unmanned Ariel Vehicles 

Phil and Charlotte shot our wedding and 
the results were fantastic! They were 
both very professional and made us feel 
relaxed. Nothing was too much trouble, 
including a last-minute
change of plans to get some photos on 
the beach before the sun set.

I can definitely recommend Sonder Pro-
ductions if you’re looking for a great val-
ue, “hassle-free” wedding photographer.

T. Fuller

High quality production and professional 
filming and photography by Sonder 
Productions. A unique and challenging
experience was well executed and 
demonstrated extreme versatility in 
production in remote locations in the 
Philippines.

Excellent work undertaken Phil and highly
recommended for other productions.

S.Smith

Who Is Sonder?

Testimonials

Photo of the external cladding 
of a recently completed 
building in Bribie Island. 
Sonder was engaged by the 
architect to photograph and 
film the building.
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Recent Projects
Towill Design Group - Bribie Island,Queensland
Engaged by the architect to photograph and film recently completed building at State High 
School. 

Kokoda Documentary - Papua New Guinea
A self funded project documenting the personal journey of walking the Kokoda track. 
This documentary resulted in producing promotional videos for the tour guide Aurora 
Adventures, and photos being published in the Air Niugini in-flight magazine.

Construction Project Promo - Wandoan, Queensland
Engaged throughout the pipeline construction of the Atlas Gas Pipeline to produce
a construction highlight video. Granted creative control. All original footage and licensed 
music

La Grava Cafe - Toowong, Queensland
Produce video commercial for social media platforms including Instagram and Youtube

Island and Villa Video /Photo showcase - Philippines
Production of 3 videos to highlight local activities, accommodation facilities and how
to travel to the island. Sonder Productions developed the concept, captured all original
footage and performed all post production works.

Wedding Photography - Sunshine Coast
Sonder Productions was the principle photographer to capture a open air wedding.
Sonder employed additional photographers as per client request.

Construction Project Promo - Mt Isa
Engaged throughout the pipeline construction of the Northern Gas Pipeline to produce
a construction highlight video. Sonder Production was granted creative control. All
original footage and licensed music

Product Launch Photography - South Bank
Engaged to be a ‘roaming’ photographer at the product launch

Exotic Track Days - Brisbane
Engaged to edit footage for use as part of a on-line video

Some of our previous and ongoing clients

for more examples of our work head to
sonderproductions.com.au
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Equipment
Cameras & Lenses
Sony A7rii
Sony A7riii
Sony PWX-70
GoPro Hero4
GoPro 7 Black
DJI Phantom 4Pro
Prime Cine Lenses
20mm, T1.5
35mm, T1.5
50mm, T1.5
55mm, F1.8
85mm, T1.5
16-35mm, F2.8
70-200mm, F2.8

Audio
Sony ShotGun microphone
Sony Bluetooth Lapel microphone
MXL Podcast microphone

Lighting
2 x LED Bi-colour lights
1 x Underwater light (suitable with
GoPro)

Silk and reflectormarketing 
campaign

Support Equipment
Various tripod and monopods
2 x 600mm Sliders
Shoulder Rig
Matte Box
Motorised gimbal (suitable for 
mirror-less
DSLRS)

Post Production
Apple MacBook Pro
Custom built Windows Editing PC
Adobe Suite (AI,AL,PP,AE,LR,PS)
Studio AudioEngine 5 Speakers

I have had a fascination with video
cameras and the emotions they 
can evoke since I was 10, when my 
dad purchased a Sony Handycam. 
I remember spending hours playing 
around making stop motion videos 
and mockumentaries with my sister.

I studied film and television in high 
school. I started to explore and take 
an interest in camera movement 
and the effect that can have on the 
audience. I remember trying to make 
a Jib Crane for my video camera out 
of 100mm PVC pipe and a cheap 
tripod. 
I will be honest it was not the 
greatest but kind of did the job. I was 
fascinated by the movement produced 
by the Steadicam when watching the 
2000 Olympic games in Sydney.
Towards the end of high school I 
moved away from film and focused 
on a more stable career path. I chose 
to become a plumber.

8 years later and prior to going 
on a 2 month trip around Europe I 

decided to buy some cameras and 
play around with a YouTube channel. 
I instantly fell back in love with the 
creative process.

Since 2015 I have placed more of 
my focus on video production. I have 
been incredibly fortunate with the 
opportunities that have come my way 
since reconnecting with this
passion.

Phil Woodhouse
Founder/ Producer

I have been in love with photography 
since I was given my first camera at 
the age of 15. A photo doesn’t just 
allow you to capture the moment, 
but also gives you the freedom
to express your own view of the 
world. Two people can photograph 
the same thing and no two people 
will come back with the same
image.

My photography is influenced by 
a love of colour, and a tendency 
to focus on patterns and textures. 
Nature and architecture are my 

passion, as well as the little shared 
moments that are so easily missed or
forgotten.

Charlotte Evans
Associate Photgrapher
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